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due to the fact that the volume of sand which was fused to glass
must have been much greater than the volume of the resultant
glass, Ieavirtg a crude cylindrical mould to whose sides the glass
was drawn by cohesion while in a viscous state. The included
bubbles have most probably arisen from moisture entrapped dur-
ing the sudden fusion of the sand, wet from the storm, or,perhaps
in part from volati l ization of sil ica or other components into a
gaseous form when the bolt struck. The presence.of mull ite is
undoubtedly due to the short t ime the mass was liquid, tbus giving
the alumina of the clay insufficient opportunity to be thoroughly
disseminated through the sil ica glass for complete solution. Hence,
at points of high local concentration of alumina, mull ite was
formed.

Since the above note was written, Prof. A. F. Rogers has called
our attention to the fact that Lacroix has given the name r' lecha-

teli6rite" to the glass of fulgurites.5 He does not, however, mention
the presence oI mull ite. Professor Rogers6 detected water, upon
heating in a closed tube a fulgurite containing many bubbles, thus
confirming our conclusion that the bubbleS are due to entrapped
steam.
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The discussion of the microscope and its uses is completed. The other subjects
considered are the use and application of the axial angle apparatus and of the
conoscope; investigation of cohesion and density; methods of separation; and chem-
ical methods. The morphological features of crystals are treated in four chapters
as follows: (a) Formation, (b) Inclusions, (c) Aggregates, and (d) Deformations.
The appendix includes tables of indices of refraction, birefringence, and specific
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The first part contains chapters on crystallography, X-rays, interaction of

X-rays and crystals, and methods of analysis. These latter chapters are especially

excellent. Various types of apparatus are described, and the application of the

results is illustrated by actual examples. Beginners, and even older workers in

this field will find them helpful. The chapter on crystallography, in spite of ex-

cellent figures, seems to lack clearness. It seems as though no one has yet been able

to present crystallography, as applied to crystal structure, in a manner intelligible

to the average reader. The chapter on X-rays is brief, though it gives the

essentials required for crystal analysis' That on the interaction of X-rays and

crystals is rather difficult, but formulae are given which can be used even though

thry are not fully understood.
The second part consists of a bibliography, a review of all structure determina-

tions, and equally important, a critical comment as to the validity of these deter-

minations. This will be of great value to workers who have been unable to keep

up with the rapidly accumulating literature of the past few years.

This book will be very welcome to all those who are interested in this new field,

for it fills a gap which has existed in the literature in the u"tT:11"flT:;*".

X-RAYS AND CRYSTAI STRUCTURE. Sir W. H. Bragg and W. L. Bragg.

4th efition, revised and enlarged. 322 pages. G' Bell and Sons, Ltd., Lon'ilon, 1924.

KRISTALLB UND RONTGENSTRAHLEN. P. P. Ewald.327 pAgES. JUIiUS
Springer, Berl'i'n W-9, 1923.

The two works cover essentially the same ground, and each costs about the

sameamount($6). Thefirstis adapted especially for beginners,whilethesecond

is an excellent general reference work covering the whole field uniformly. The

Braggs were pioneers in the working out of crystal structure by means of X-rays,

and treat the subject in more or less the same order in which it actually developed

in the course of their work, keeping in view the mind of the student, and creating

a real text-book. Chapter XIf, Crystal Analysis and the Atomic Forces, contains

much data on the apparent dimensions of atoms not included in previous editions;

and XIV, Organic Crystals, brings out in a striking manner how ingenious reasoning

can overcome the difficulties inherent in the absence of X-ray difiraction by

hydrogen atoms. It can not be said that the conclusions reached in these chapters

are final, but the many cases of agreement between prediction and observation

Show that the right track is being followed. Chapter XVI, which bears no title

but is termed a Supplementary Chapter, comprises a summary of some outstanding

recent work, although it is not as complete as might be desired. In it a little over

three pages is devoted to the space-group metJrod of looking at crystals, with the

conclusion that "We may define in terms of space groups or in terms of arrange-

ments, as we please, The latter is more natural to the X-ray methods; and more-

over, it tells us more simply and directly what is necessary for the further study

of the structure of the crystal."
The second of these works combines many desirable features' The style is easy

to follow, the treatment is non-mathematical, and the development of the subject

is logical. Contributions to the working out of crystal structure are cordially wel-

comed, whether based on any particular mat'hematical viewpoint or not. Both

books are well illustrated, and well printed, with surprisingly few ty.pographical

ertom, and slould be on the shelves of every mineralogist's library. W.




